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FORMATION AND DECAY OF HOT NUCLEI INHEAVY ION COLLISIONS�R. Pªanetaa, W. Gawlikowiza, K. Grotowskia;dJ. Brzyhzyka, T. Ciszeka, A.J. Coleb, P. DésesquellesbS. Mieka, P. Pawªowskia, Z. Sosina, A. WielohaD. Benhekroun , E. Bisquer, A. Chabaneb, M. CharvetbB. Cheynis, A. Demeyer, E. Gerli, A. Giornib, D. GuinetD. Heuerb, P. Lautesse, L. Lebreton, A. Lléresb, M. SternL. Vagneron, and J.B. VianobaM. Smoluhowski Institute of Physis, Jagellonian UniversityReymonta 4, 30-059 Craow, PolandbInstitut des Sienes Nuléaires de Grenoble, IN2P3-CNRS/ UniversitéJoseph Fourier 53, Avenue des Martyrs, 38026 Grenoble Cedex, FraneInstitut de Physique Nuléaire de Lyon, IN2P3-CNRS/Université ClaudeBernard 43, Boulevard du 11 Novembre 1918, 69622 Villeurbanne Cedex, FranedH. Niewodniza«ski Institute of Nulear PhysisRadzikowskiego 152, 31-342 Craow, Poland(Reeived April 4, 2000)The properties of the multifragmentation of �hot soures� produed inthe 40Ca+40Ca reation have been studied at a beam energy 35 MeV/nule-on. Two signatures of prompt multifragmentation, whih make use of spe-ial features of partile emission from the �freeze out volume�, togetherwith an analysis of the redued relative veloity between pairs of interme-diate mass fragments, indiate the presene of a transition from sequen-tial deay to prompt multifragmentation at an exitation energy of about3 MeV/nuleon.PACS numbers: 25.70.Gh, 25.70.Lm, 25.70.Pq1. IntrodutionPhase transitions in �nite systems are presently a subjet of great in-terest. Prompt multifragmentation of highly exited nulei is of partiularinterest, sine it may yield information onerning the liquid-gas phase tran-sition in nulear matter [1℄. The latter may be indued by a nulear ollision� Presented at the Kazimierz Grotowski 70th Birthday Symposium �Phases of NulearMatter�, Kraków, Poland, January 27�28, 2000.(1479)



1480 R. Pªaneta et al.transferring a system into a spinodal region of instability [2℄. Multifragmen-tation may also appear as a natural extrapolation of the evaporation meha-nism harateristi of nulear deay at low exitation energies. The essentialquestion onerns the typial time interval between suessive emissions. Inthe limit of very short times nulear multifragmentation an be onsideredas prompt multifragmentation (PM), whereas the opposite limit is usuallyreferred to as a sequential or a binary sequential deay (BSD).At low exitation energies (�= 2MeV/nuleon), atomi nulei deay by theemission of neutrons and light harged partiles. In this senario partileemission is suh a rare event that a hain of subsequent emissions may beassumed to take plae from a orresponding sequene of equilibrated parentnulei. With inreasing energy the emission of heavier partiles, intermediatemass fragments (IMF, Z > 2) ompetes with light partile emission. Theassumption of step by step equilibration of parent nulei may break downwith further inrease of the exitation energy and redution of the deay timesales, sine the parent nuleus may not have time to equilibrate betweensuessive emissions [3℄. Emitted partiles may not have time to leave theviinity of the parent and onsequently the presene of previously emittedfragments may in�uene the deay proess.At exitation energy high enough to transfer a nulear system into thespinodal region, the system should break into fragments due to the instabil-ity of nulear matter. In this ase one an postulate the existene of a set offragments, enlosed in some �nite spatial region (the �freeze-out volume�),whih interat only via the inter-fragment repulsive Coulomb fore [4℄. Al-though suh a proess is onsidered to be prompt, it should not be treatedas simply a short-time-limit of the sequential deay.The experimental searh for di�erenes between the BSD and PM pro-esses is usually based on dynami orrelations between the IMFs emittedfrom a nulear system [5℄. IMFs from PM are loalized loser in spae andin time as ompared to IMFs from BSD. Consequently, at small values ofthe relative veloity, the number of oinidenes is smaller for PM than forBSD. In the above method the main di�erene between BSD and PM is dueto the deay time.In this work we make use of two novel signatures of prompt multifragmen-tation, whih, instead of the deay time, exploit speial features of partileemission from the �freeze out volume�. These are: (i) the shape of the distri-bution of squared momentum of the heaviest emitted fragment, p21, [6,7℄, (ii)the fousing of fragments of the deaying system by the Coulomb �eld [8℄.A reursion relation has been derived by Cole [6℄, whih relates the meansquare momenta of the sequentially emitted light partiles and of the �nalresidue. It appears that the mean square momentum of the residue is al-ways smaller than the mean of the sum of the squares of the momenta ofsequentially emitted partiles.



Formation and Deay of Hot Nulei in : : : 1481The situation is quite di�erent for prompt multifragmentation. In thisase the heaviest fragment reeives a olletive Coulomb �kik� from otherpartiles ontained inside the �freeze out volume�. Simulation shows thatthe mean value of p21 for the sequential deay senario is smaller than themean value of p21 in the ase of prompt multifragmentation [7℄.The seond signature, the Coulomb fousing e�et, was proposed byGawlikowiz [8℄. For prompt multifragmentation from a single hot soure,momentum onservation tends to generate bak-to-bak motion of the twoheaviest fragments, produing axial Coulomb fousing of the light hargedpartiles. In the ase of sequential deay this fousing e�et is muh weaker.In Setion 2 the reonstrution proedure of hot soures is desribed.These soures are: projetile-like fragments (PLFs) produed in deep inelas-ti ollisions (DICs), and omposite systems (CSs) resulting from inompletefusion. A model desribing the reation and deay of suh �hot soures� isbrie�y presented in Setion 3. The deay harateristis of �hot� PLFs andCSs are studied in Setions 4 and 5, respetively. The last setion ontainsa summary and onlusions.2. The 40Ca + 40Ca experiment and dataThe experiment was performed at the Grenoble SARA faility usingthe AMPHORA upgraded multi-detetor system [9,10℄. For the symmetri40Ca + 40Ca system most fragments are deteted in the forward part ofthe detetor, where the granularity of AMPHORA provides a good angularresolution for partile�partile orrelation measurements. The experimentaldetails are desribed in [11,12℄.2.1. The PLF hot soureAt 35 MeV/nuleon the dynamis of peripheral 40Ca + 40Ca ollisionsexhibits a predominantly binary mehanism haraterized by strong energydissipation [11�13℄. Thus, in the exit hannel, we should observe two ex-ited and deaying �soures�: a target-like and a projetile-like fragment(TLF and PLF). Beause of kinematis and detetion energy thresholdsonly a very small fration of the TLF soure is visible. Therefore in thispaper we fous our attention on the reonstrution of primary PLFs. ThePLF fragments harge, mass and exitation energy have been determinedusing the reonstrution proedure [13,14℄.The angular distributions of fragments measured in the enter of mass ofthe deaying PLF indiate forward-bakward symmetry for the IMF emis-sion, as expeted for a thermalized soure [13℄.



1482 R. Pªaneta et al.The reonstruted harge and exitation energy distributions of the pri-mary PLF are presented in Fig. 1. As one an see, deep inelasti ollisionsprodue a broad range of nulei with an average harge of about 20, andexitation energies extending from zero up to over 10 MeV/nuleon. Suh aspan of exitation energy should make it possible to trae a transition fromBSD to PM.
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Fig. 1. The PLF reonstruted harge and exitation energy distributions (blakdots), together with model preditions (PM � solid line; BSD � broken line).2.2. The CS hot soureFor more entral ollisions a omposite system is formed as a result ofinomplete fusion, with a very low ross setion (several milibarns). To seletevents belonging to more entral ollisions we use a ut in the oplanarity(C) spheriity (S) plane [15℄. Parameters C and S are related to the shapeof the event in the linear momentum spae. The ut is de�ned by:C < 0:7(S � 0:3) : (1)In model simulations (see Se. 3) we an tag events produed aording toinomplete fusion or the DIC senario and estimate their relative ontribu-tions. With the restrition (1) and additional onditions � total detetedharge Ztotal > 34 and the LAB angle of the heaviest fragment �1 < 20degrees � about 60 perent of events ome from the inomplete fusion.The total harge and exitation energy distributions of the primary �hotCS soure� reonstruted under the above onditions are presented in Fig. 2.The harge distribution is onentrated in the region just below Z = 40. TheCS exitation energy is quite high (about 8.5 MeV/nuleon), and the widthof its distribution (the FWHM value) is about 3 MeV/nuleon.
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Fig. 2. The CS reonstruted harge and exitation energy distributions (blakdots) together with model preditions (PM � solid line; BSD � broken line).3. SimulationIn order to study di�erent deay senarios of �hot soures� one mustuse speial gating tehniques and partile orrelation methods. To hekthem a model is needed whih reprodues some neessary details of thereation piture. We use a omputer ode elaborated by Sosin [16℄ whihbelongs to a family of models [17℄ based on the Randrup assumption [18℄that at higher ollision energies, energy dissipation proeeds mainly throughstohasti transfer of nuleons between olliding ions.Sosin omputer ode inludes ompetition between mean �eld e�ets andthe e�ets of nuleon�nuleon interations in the overlap zone of ollidingnulei. The ativated nuleons are transfered to PLF or TLF. They may alsoesape from the system or form a luster. In the limit of smaller angularmomenta (more entral ollisions) suh a lustering proess may result inthe formation of a omposite system.An exited PLF, TLF or CS emits partiles. In the model the deexita-tion proess is simulated by the GEMINI statistial ode [19℄ whih treatsthe ooling proess as a sequene of binary deays.As an option, the ode permits deay of an exited PLF (TLF) or CSby prompt multifragmentation. In this work we follow a suggestion madeby López and Randrup [4℄ and applied in our previous work [8℄. For a givensystem with an initial angular momentum L and exitation energy E* (ob-tained from the Sosin ode) we use a partition provided by the GEMINIode as an initial distribution of fragments inside the �freeze-out� volume.The initial fragments are randomly positioned by a Monte Carlo subrou-tine [8,20℄ inside a spherial region of spae suh that no two fragmentsoverlap. Energy, linear momentum, and angular momentum are onservedfor eah event.



1484 R. Pªaneta et al.The fragments of the initial on�guration are aelerated in the mu-tual Coulomb �eld along proper trajetories, whih are integrated numeri-ally [21℄. The preditions of the ode are �ltered by a software replia ofthe AMPHORA detetor system [22℄. For omparison with experimentaldata the same reonstrution proedure for a PLF or CS has been appliedto the model preditions as for the data. Some of the results obtained usingthe above proedure are presented in Figs 1 and 2.4. Deay harateristis of hot PLFsTo study the PLF deay harateristis one an use a onventional methodbased on orrelations between the IMFs emitted from the exited PLF. Herewe use a 1 + R(vred) orrelation funtion for pairs of IMFs moving apartwith a redued relative veloity, vred [5℄.The redued veloity orrelation funtions measured for pairs of IMFswith 3 � Z � 8 are shown in Fig. 3(a) for di�erent bins of the exitationenergy of the primary PLF. The �Coulomb hole� seen at small values ofvred learly broadens for higher PLF exitation energies. The sequential

Fig. 3. Redued veloity orrelation funtions for: (a) IMF's with 3 � Z � 8,and (b) partile harge spetra, measured for di�erent PLF exitation energy bins.Blak dots indiate experimental data. Model preditions: solid line � PM; brokenline � BSD.



Formation and Deay of Hot Nulei in : : : 1485binary senario explains the experimental data at low exitations only, below3 MeV/nuleon. At higher exitations one must use a orrelation funtionalulated aording to the PM senario. The size of the �Coulomb hole� issimilar to that measured for other systems at similar energies [23�25℄.As seen from Fig. 3(b), the agreement of the measured Z distributionswith model preditions is good, for both BSD and PM reation senariosand for all exitation energy bins.As an alternative, instead of the 1 + R orrelation method we an ex-amine the distribution of the squared momentum of the heaviest fragment,p21. For this signature fragment momenta should be measured in the PLFenter of the mass system whose loation is determined, event by event, inthe PLF reonstrution proedure [13℄. To avoid the in�uene of the TLFwe take only those heaviest fragments whih are emitted at an angle smallerthan 90 degrees in the oordinate system oriented by the running PLF.The measured distributions of the squared momentum p21 of the heaviestfragment are displayed in Fig. 4. They beome distintly broader for PLFexitation energies higher than 3 MeV/nuleon, in agreement with the PMmodel predition.

Fig. 4. Distributions of p21 for di�erent PLF exitation energy bins. Blak dotsindiate experimental data. Model preditions: solid line � PM; broken line �BSD.



1486 R. Pªaneta et al.5. Deay harateristis of hot CSsFig. 5(a) displays the 1+R orrelation funtion for events seleted bythe onditions desribed in Se. 2.2. It shows a broad �Coulomb hole� inagreement with the PM model predition, but too broad for the BSD deaysenario. In this ase also the size of the �Coulomb hole� is omparable withother results [23�25℄.

Fig. 5. Composite system: (a) 1+R orrelation funtion; (b) p21 distribution; ()Coulomb fousing; (d) seondary harge distribution. Blak dots indiate experi-mental data. Model preditions: solid line � PM; broken line � BSD.The p21 distribution (Fig. 5(b)) is well predited by the PM reationsenario, but is in disagreement with the BSD urve.The Coulomb fousing e�et is observed in the IMF veloity distribution,d�(�v)=d
, displayed in a referene frame de�ned by the relative veloity,~v1�~v2 , of the two heaviest fragments. Here �v is an angle between theIMF veloity and the ~v1�~v2 vetor. As expeted the two heaviest fragmentsgenerate a strong Coulomb �eld, fousing the veloities of IMFs around�v = 90 degrees (see Fig. 5()). The experimental points agree with thePM predition. For the sequential binary deay the d�(�v)=d
 distributionis distintly �atter but not isotropi beause of momentum onservationand very short time intervals between onseutive emissions, whih reate adependene of subsequent deays.



Formation and Deay of Hot Nulei in : : : 1487The agreement of the measured Z distribution with the model preditionis good, for both BSD and PM reation senarios (see Fig. 5(d)). In spite ofthe nearly two times larger CS mass and harge, the Z distribution here isnot longer than the PLF one, beause of muh higher average CS exitation.6. Summary and onlusionsThe multifragmentation of exited nulei from the 40Ca + 40Ca reationat ELAB = 35 MeV/nuleon has been studied using the AMPHORA mul-tidetetor system. Using speial gating and reonstrution proedures weould observe projetile-like fragments with di�erent degrees of exitation,and also highly exited systems from inomplete fusion. These �hot soures�possess features of thermalized systems. To investigate their deay hara-teristis we have used the onventional redued veloity orrelation methodand also two signatures based on the distribution of the squared momentumof the heaviest fragment, and on the Coulomb fousing e�et, respetively.For the PLF, both methods, the redued veloity orrelation, and thep21 distribution, support the binary sequential deay senario below an exi-tation energy of 3 MeV/nuleon, and prompt multifragmentation for higherexitations. For a CS whih has about twie the PLF eletri harge theCoulomb fousing e�et ould also be observed. In that ase all three sig-natures indiate prompt multifragmentation of the hot system.The onsisteny of all these observations shows that both the p21 distri-bution and the Coulomb fousing e�et an be used as signatures of promptmultifragmentation.At high exitations the PM signal (the di�erene between the BSD andPM predition) is quite strong for the new signatures. This may be used asan argument that prompt multifragmentation should not be treated simplyas a short time limit for binary sequential deay.This work was supported by the Polish State Committee for Sienti�Researh-Frenh(IN2P3) agreement, (KBN Grant No. 2 P03B 139 14) andby the M. Skªodowska-Curie Fund (MEN/DOE-97-318). Calulations forthis work were performed using the failities of the CYFRONET CraowAademi Computer Center. REFERENCES[1℄ H. Jaquaman et al., Phys. Rev. C27, 2782 (1983).[2℄ See e.g. J.D. Gunton, M. Droz, Introdution to the Theory of Metastableand Unstable States, Leture Notes in Physis 183, Springer-Verlag, Berlin-Heidelberg-New York-Tokyo.
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